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Abstract

The cognitive approach to education/Aad inihuction is.discussepil

with a focus upon aAievement test question processing. A model of

subtiple-choice processing is discusspi and used to develop a proposed
...------

- /, -

model of recall processing. Each Model is tested by the means of iri-
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The cu en
11

.

( t trend in educational/insductional research focu.seis Upon

the internal processing bS, the learner. Wittrock's (1978) cognitive per-
.

spective prompts the researchers to pay special attention to individual

differences.between and within learners. Anderson's use of'schemata as

1 internal representations of information directs attention inward toward

some infernal processes of'encoding (Anderson, R., Spiro, R., & Anderson;

N., 1978) as does Lockhart, Creik, and Jacoby's (1976) elaborations upon

the depth of proiessing notion. Sternberg (1978, 1979) ?sea an information

processing approach .to postulate sevett basic wantal abklities which m4y

account for most 'of human problem-solving. This trend towards an aware-

ness of, the necessity of methods and conceptualizations which attempt

to understand and measure the internal, within-the-learner, processes

is a welcome step 10Ntrds better understanding the leaiping process..

jiowever, this attention to learner-oriented:procesies and variables

must be balanced by some equal understanding,of taskAtoriented variables. r

Although the evidence for trait-treatment interactions is confusing and

ambiguons, it can ba generally assusied that such interactions do exist

in.some qtuations. These situations probably exist in many everyday

tasks, and as such, shoula be 4nvestigated if psychology is,to reach a

full understanding of learning. One such situation, or more correctly,

Set -of siAtations, is schooling. In schooling, the situation Variables

include lecture, note*tsking, testing, text construction, and many others

too numerous to lis

Even these situations are complex enough that much of the results of .

A

researchjone to date within the classroom is unc/ear at best-. Either of

two solutions could ba attempted. The situations could be diseciidinto

, even smalleribut easier to itudy, units; and these, in turn, recombined

4
. :
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into a total picture which

stion of inAtial interest.

3

Is hopefully not too far removed from the situ-

Second, some methodology to investigate large,

1
complex phenomena could be developed and the risk of ch nging the situation ,

beyodd any generalizationsiwoul4 be avoided. Unfortunately, the develop-

.

.

:sent of such encompasainf methodologies is too slow to quench moji re-

,
t

,

tearRhers' thirst for understanding and we are Left with the first solu-
.

tionl that of bieaking large Ishenomena into Smeller phenomena,.
4

Cqnsequently, this-study is one of investigating's portion of the

. task of achievement fest construction for the classroom use. Specifically,

that portion of test construction under investrgation is the uset and

placement of retrieval cues in multAait-choice and rectal test Mutations.

The reasoping for choosing cue placement and uti1izao4on-as the voei of

study is simple. Cues play an important role on the retrieval of information.

"Iquit people retrieve.a their cognitivcrepresentation of information

k

e
,

from a passage depends, of.course, not only On wbeit is retained, but also

111,

upon the naturetof the cues-provided," (McConkie, 1978, p. 35). In the

.
typical classroom, much of fhe evaluation and feedback related ta both the

teacher and stlident performances is derived froi the student performance

./

on achievement testa. Classroom achievement tests tivcally take the form

of sultiple&choile or free recall questiTs. In order to understand how

1

students pro iss these different types of questions a model of processing

, must be seated and tested. When teiating sUch,a modelv,Ale_importance

.,tof retriaval.cue location and availa5t1ity becomes impoitau.

Test guestion Processing
,

From the gbove introduction, it is amarent that before any investi-

Agation of the' gffecti of cue plaiement and availability can be asttompted,

a model of question d)ocessing should be'stlited. It LI most likely true

5'
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that there are differences in the processing of multiple-choice and recall

. questions. Basically, "the frie-recall task typically provides the least

cue *information, and hence it provides the loves recall levels for

% splcific information from the passage (Sehulster & Crouse, 1972)" (McConkie,

1978). For this reason,.the processing of the two types of questions NM

f

tested separately end shall be discussed separat4Ty. .

Multiple-Choice $rocessiniL

The recent model of multipie-choice procissing developed Phie (l979)

it the model,adopted for this study.' According te. this model,.depicted
, ) -

,
.

llt

in Figure One, students fir

I
read the stem.and alternatives of a single

itim. From this reeding; stu ts seardh for
.

grammatical or syntactic cues
.

''fou an answer. If these cues are present and adequate, that mister is
,

chosen and Ithe student dieceeds to.the aext item.. If there are no such

.shallw cues available, the student proceeds with a context search. The

context of de item is the general area about which the inquiry is made.

For example, the context of a question in military'science could be basic

tank warfare trategies.

, ditions may be present.

At this stage of processing, one of thtite con--

First, if-there is no familiar context present

at all, the stu,k4ent must itess. On the opiosite extrema, tie context alone

may be suffiCient for t e student to form a specific memory representation

VI
,

of the answer. In th case, the student immediately answers.the question

\
.

.

,

and proceeds to the next item. Theoretically, thel(most common condition -

, c i

r
. .

is that the context cues provide only enough information for the student to

continue his/her process4ng of that item, searching the failliar clptexts

/ . 4,
s

.

for class cues.
lb

Inpert Figure One About Nire
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The class cues are specific examples r episodes within the context;

In ours military science example, the\iclass cue may,be Patton's tank strategy

duriqg his invasion of Sicily.'tIf the class

.
sentatipn of an answer, the alternatives are

cues elicit a teenier repro-
,

narrowed; if not, the student

responds n the baiis'of the context cues nly. The narrowing of alternatives

would leave either one alternative as the specific memory representation

1e
of the answer, or a number of alternatives f om which the student4responds

on 'the, basis f clais cues.

.The specific memory representation could operate by some etechaniam

4

similar to schema. Accordinuto Anderson, Spiro, & Anders, (1978, p. 434),

"a schema mill contain slots into Which sire apecific information described

in a messigertll fit . . .
Information,that fits the superordinate schema

is more'likely to be learned'and remembered, perhaps preCisely because there

is a niche for it. A specjfic memory representation culd possibly he

s. _constructed from sUch.schemata or some such existing knowledge set.

The'author would like to call the processing strategy depicted in

the Model developed by Phye a selection strategy, es tile student selects

frOmsall'of the alternatives and cues in forming-his/her speCific memory

representation. However, there-is another possible strategy, se. Figure Teo,

that the present study also investigates. This strategy involves reeding

the stem only and immediately engaging. in a context seatch. If the contextual

cues are sufficient to solvate a specific memory representation of the answer,

such a represent4ion is matched to an alternktive And the next item is

attempted. If the context cues are not sufficient, the studsnt gueises.

VIf these Cues only partially Piovide an answer, the student proceeds to

search via thd selection strategy method..

4io
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It distinguish between theselection strategy and,the one deicribed.

in the previous paragraph, and because the students process the broad con-

text cues first, the author cells thiewnew strategy a receptioOtrategy.

Thui there are two proposed processes for multiple-choice pricessing which

differ mostly by what type of cuel are utilized. The selection strategy

uses all of the cues, while the receptlon strategy uses only' the cntext
r

cues. The selection strategy is the safest as this strategy considers the

most information by utilizingethe class cues. The reception strategy leses

this effectiveness, but gains in potential 4ficiency, as less time ray be
4

needed to answer the question.

Insert Figure Twe About Here

Recall Processing.

The initial recall precessing'model, proposed by the author, is highly

similar.to thi teception strafegy extrilated from,the multiple-choice

processing model developed by Phye (M). 'As with the reception strategy,

no class CUes'are utilized, nly the broad context ciles. The majoidiffeience

A between this recall processing model and the -reception model is that, unlike

the reception model, the students cannot initiate a search of thtalternatives

for cues becauie there are no'alternativee,provided. In Figure TWo, then,

the dashed and slashed.lines represent the reception straelegy for multiple-

'choice pricessing, while only the slashed lines represent the prepose0 recall

processing model.

Cue.location and Type, 4.

Fram-the models of queseion proCessing described in this udy, it

is poskible tO describe two types of cues, the context and class'cues.

Thelmeanings 44 the tlerms context and class cues can be defined in terms

of their inclusiveness-exclqsivenees, supererdinate-subord relatiOnship

w

within the general ktiowledge.set of the area of inquiry...Context cue

8

'
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are the more inclusive and 'mould serve to-elicit the bore superordinate
I 1(

cognitive representation or schema into which a given .or constructed answer

may fit. Class cues, however, elicit the more specific, subordinate

represtiitation within aft already elicited schema.

.1n order to approximate the possible types of.multiple-choice and

recall qeestions used In t1e classroom, as Alined by cue locatilon,'four

types ot multiple-cheice and two recall questions can be developed.

A

Multtple-choice. Multiple-choice questions are composed of two
A'

...

portions, a stem and Alternatives. Experience suggests, that i the typical

., i .
.

,

classroom use, the stemyill-contain sone context cues and may or my not

\.,

contain class cues. The alternaiives, on Cho ther hand, may or may not

. i 3..

.

.

contain class cues and rarely contain sentext cues. Thus; four question

types should represent most of tfie multip10-cheice questions used in the

\-elassroem. .
All of the four would have context cuts in the stem.

,

Question Type Ono (Q1) contains stems with clsrvas well as centwq cues, I

and alternatives lath only class cues. These tapresent questions which could

./ 1 .

be answered en the basis the stem aline and are the.most prevalent In

sultiple-choice.tests. Question Type Tee (Q2) also contains both cue types

in the stem, but no appripriate,class cues in the alternatives. ta other

words, due to faulty encoding or retrieval, or a poorly stiqed item, the

information is not recoverable to the specificity required by the item.

(N ?

,QuestIon Type Three (Q3) contains no appropriate class cues in the tem,

however, they appear in the alternatives. These represent questions in

which the specific answer is elicited nly by processing ihe alternativss

as well as the stem. Question Type FoUr (Q4) contains snly context cues
I.

in the stbs. These.represent those questions for which the student& must

uttimately guese.

. 0
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Recall Only two tyPis f recall questions are defined by due lo-
t

.

cation. As witli, multiple-choice questions, both types co tajtn context

cues, however, Question Type One (Q1) alsscontains appr priate class cueaA.

EXPERIMENT 1

The study was conducted in tve parts. fhe first experiment was an

investigation ef multiple-cOoice proceeeing based upon the model propised

by Phy. (1979).

Method

Subjects.
-

The subjects were twenty male and female undergraduates frm a large
Jr

lidieatern university. Ten of the subjects composed the experimental

'group, while the remaining ten composed the no,treatment-cntrl.

Test .

The test was a forty item multiple-choice tept. There were ten

questions designed for each ef the four aforementioned multiple-choice

question 'types, arranged in random order. The test was, basedt4on an

anthropological study'.of a fictional African tribe called the Himoots

(Myrow & Andersn, 1972). Included in the Myrow & Anderson study was a
*

report about another 'tribe' called the Gruanda. These twe reports

paralleled each other in general cntext, while they differed in the

specifiCs within these cntexts. In rder to have the'questiens on

to" baranced with reelect to the availability of some 'claim cues in the

stem, dais cues based upon the Cruanda text were included in those a6mos

which lacked appropriate, Nimoot, class cues,41e., 3 and Q4. These questions

didpnot contain any informative Oasis cues, but did contain class cuep f

a possibly Ids -informative nature.

$

.41

it"
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Procedure

Prir t reading the passage, the subjects were administdfild the

test as a pretest. 'During the experimental sessins, the subjects read

the passage as it was presented on a memory drum. Immediately afier reading

the prfsage, the experi ntal group was administered the posttest. The

control group.did net read the passage and was administ.ered the posttest

immediately after the pretest. The results were analyzed by crrect

response and error analyses.

Design

The design was a 2 (experimental/centre].) x 4 (question type) x 2

A

(trial) split plot with a ne-treatment-centrol.

1 Results

The error analysis for the multiple-choice data was a 2 (experimental/

control) x 4 (question type) NANOVA. The nly significant result F('3,72) 'a

4.15, p<.01, was for new errors. The Tukey's comparison of means'indicetod

that the mean prepertions,of the experimental condition Q2; 0.40 and Q3,-0.13

formed the only significant comperisen. New errors ccur when the subject

has a correct response en the pretest item, but missesithat item on the posttest.

41(
The correct response analysis-for the multiple-choice data was 2

(expertmental/centrel) x 4 (question type) x 2 (trial) ANOVA. The ex eri-
,

mental/control mein effect (excon) was significant-F(1,11) .7.66,'p5.02,

with means of 3.74 and 2.75 for the experimental and control groups, re-
.

spectively. The.interaction of excel% and question txpe was also significant

F(3,54) go 5.21, p<.004. The mein effeJt of trial was also iignificant

1(1;18) 8.97, p.008, as well as its interactiosn with uestion type F(3,54)

5.86, p.002. The means of the Man effect of,trial were 2.68 and 3:81 for

the pre- Ind posttests,.respectively.
Finally, the interaction lof excen

by quesiion type by trial' was significant 1(3,54) 6.76, p(.0009. The means

for this three-way interaction can be found in Tible One.
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Insert ToNle One About Here

Discussion

Error Analysis

The error analysis indicated that questions which contained class

cues in the alternatives only, as pposed to class cues in the stem only,

elicited fewer new errors. New errors occur when feedback abou,t the pretest

performance was not confirmatory, for whatever reason, and the subolocts.then

*miss items which were previously correct. It appears that when class cues

appear in the alternatives, the confirming nature of feedback may be

I facilitated.

Cotrect Response Analysis
w

Consider the manipulation of cue availability and locatron. It is.

.

reasonable to assume that if the amoun.t f cues available, rather than cue

location, is the more important to performanc, a specific hierarchy f.

.21estion types would become.epparent. That is, if cue availability is the

more importint, the Ql performancelsould be the best as it contains the

most cues. Second in importance to perfermsnce would be the Q2 and Q3 types.

_Finally, Q4'performance would be the worst. Hwwever, if cue location were

the more tmpostant, &different hierarchy 'nomad be epeated. The nature of

.this hierarehy would depend upon the tmportante of each type of cue at each

Figure Three illustrates graphically the correct response analysis

f the multiple-choice data for the highest rdei inUraction. The first

graph depiets the expertmental group: and the second, the control. There

are no signifiesn differences between the experimental protest (T1) and

either of the control scores ter any question type. There is also no.

Ayr
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significant differince betwegn Ql and q13, performance.. This may indicate

tbat the amount of'cue availability is not as impertant as the location of

the cues in the question. ?urth'er support for this comes from th finding

that Q2 performance does not-differ from the Q4 performance,.as illustrated

.
in Figure Three. -Apparently, cues are most facilitative of optimal perform-

X

ance when they appear in the alternatives portion of the. item.

Insert Figure Three About Here

There is one mori similarity between the Ql and Q3 questions which

may help acdount for these results. Although any specific content cties

in the Q3 atems were from a passage unknown to the subjects, the general

context did apply to the Himoet text. Thus, even with specific cues which

could mis-direct, the subjects are able to respond correctly on the basis

of the general context in the sten and the specific class cues in the alter-

na.t.ives. This fits the model of multiple-choice processing proposed by

Phye (1979). The finding that those questions which have the propilyclass

cues in the alternatives elioit better performance than those which'don't

suggests that although the destied Line alternative in Figure Two is intuitively

possible most subjects rely upon th$ class cues in the alternative*, as well

as a context search. If a context search were generally enough, Q2 perform-

ance should have been similar to that of Ql snd Q3. Clearly, as seen in

Figure Three, it was not. Apparently, the select on strategy is the optimal

strategy for multiple-choice processing.

111111 . A

EXPERIMENT 2

The.sec4d exPeriment was based upon the model of recall question pro-

ceasing proposed in this paper.

of%
t.

V
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Method

Subjects

The subjects *ere twenty male and female undergraduates from A large'

midwestern university. Ten of the subjects composed the experimental groUp,

while the remaining ten composed the no-treatment-control. The subjects

were not the same subjects who took part in Experiment One.

rest

The test consisted of forty'shor -answer items wit each item beaec4

upon a rewording of a mult4ple-cheice item. Thus, twenity questions con-

tained both context and class cues related.to the Himoot text, while the

remaining twenty questions contained reaated context cues with possibly

misleading class Cues.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment One, with the

exception of using the recall test instead of the multiple-choice test.

Design

The design was a 2 (experirental/control) X 2 (question type) x 2

(trial) split plot with a no-treatment-control.

Results

The error analysis for the recall data was a 2 (eiperimental/control)

x 2 (question type) MANOVA. For perseverative errors, those which were

the saim.incorrect response on both tests, the excon main effect was sig-

411

,

nificant F(1,36) ,8.19, p(.008,, 'with mean proportions,of 0.17 and 0.40
,)

Ifor the experimental and control groups, respectively. For different

serrors, those in which both test items were incorrect, but a different

incorrect alternative was chosen on each test, the excn main effect was

again significant F(1,36) 6.01, p(.02, with mean proportions of 0.91 and(

0.67 for the experimental and control groups, respectively.
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The correct response analysts for the recall data was a 2 (experimental/

control) x 2 (question type) x 2 (trial) ANOVA. The main ettect tor excon

was significant F(1,1.8) 16.99, p.001, the main effect for question type

was significant F(1,18) 20.92, p.001, and their interaction was aig-

niftcant 1'(1,itit) 7.53, p<.02. The main effect for trial was also signifi-

cant(1,18) 23.11, p<.001, as was its interaction with excon F(l,18)

29.31, p<.0002. Finally, the three-way interaction of excen by (lineation

type by trial was significant F(1,18) 6.30, p<.03, The Means for this

three-way interactiln can be found in Table Two.'

VP

V

Insert Table Two About Here

Discussion

V

Error Analysis

The control group committed more perseverattve errors than .did the

experimebtal group, while the experimental group committed more different

etrors.. It appears that subjects, having read the text only once, knew

'

when they were incorrect on the pretest, but did nox knOw\the correct

answer. This could be a reflection of the difficulti of the test and/or

the uniqueness of the text. When no text was provided, the subjects adopted

a strategy of.:consistency in resOonding by use of the same choiced used on

the pretest.

Correct Relponse Analysis
IV

Figure Four illustrates graphically the results of the three-way inter- )

'action for the recall data. The first graph is the experimental group

Aresults, and the second, the control're

difference between.any experimental pre't
e*Its. There was np.significant

? .

:

st scores and any control scores.

Although both the Q1 and Q2 performance improved significantly on the post-

test, the qi performance46 significantly better than the Q2 perfotmance.

15



Insert- Figure Four About Here

If the previous assertion that the recall strategy was most similar

to the reception strategy was correct, one would not expect any differences

in performance between the two question typos. That is,' since the reception

strategy relies upon the context only, anlboth quetition types contained

appropriate context cues, the performance of eacOquestion type should be

the same. Clearly, from Figure Roux-, the performance on each type of question
,N

was not the Sem. Apparently, recall questions are a swerable by use'of

the general coatext cues alone, but informative specific ?Lies provide for

optimal performance. py applying these results to.the model of multiple-

choice processing developed 14, Phye (l979)the resulting model of recall

processing is simi/Lr to that depicted in Pigufe Five. Notice that rather

than tisponding solely on'the basis of context cues, the subject may also

respond on the basis of clisscues.

V

7
Insert kigure Five About Nero

The finding.that the error nalises,did not provide much in the way

of significant results is not ve#14rprising. The form of arior4analysis
*dr,

4

used in this study, it has been suggested, is most sensitive to individual

differences in processing (Bender & P)iye, 1979, and Phye, 1979). The

manipulations in this experiment could have been so gross that any effect

due to Individual differences in processing could be over-shadowed. Such

a line of reasoning would suggest that oft-availability, one of the main
r.

muTipulations,of this study, is of oVerriding importance km test item con-

struction.

The two models of processing finally supported by the results of this

'study are similar to the processing involved in the model of re'call

16
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processing Propbsed by Lockhart, Craik, & Jacoby (1976): The processing

4 -

Anvolved with (he curren't study is most closely related to the processing

within a specific level, i.e., semantic process ng. It appears that within

thulevel of semantic processing, the level of processing may yaky according

A to the quality of the retrieval cues available. General cues provide enough

;

information to partially answer some recall questions, while specific cues

provide for optimal answers.

As can be Seen by comparing Phye's model of multiplelptoice processing,

Figure One, with the final model of recall prOcessing, Figure Five, this

concept of different levels of semantic, processing within more general

levelsi specifically, that different level* of semantic processing could

1

-occur due to the type of cues available; applies tO both oultTe-choice and

-

Vecall questions. This could be takn to ie analogous to the aasertion

=(..

by Lockhart et al. (1976) that recognition and recall both involve some

.
form of reconstruction. One form, that associated with recall,.i Wised

upon the experimenter-provided information. The other, Oat assodiated

\1

with recognition, i.e., multiple-choice questions,

IN

in, the item. Howevor, onejAfference between this

Lockhart et al. (1976) is that recogRition processing in the Lockhart et_al.-

model is based upon cue similarity\to,some
memory.trace, 1:41ot cue locatiorke

is based upon cue cation

analysis ahd that of
4

This difference could be due to 4 differehce between the recognition pto-

ceasing tasks used bx Lockhart et al, and the recognition processing associ-

ated width multiple-choice quesions.

Although the results.Ofthis study appear to closely'approximate current

models of processing, there would be problems. The major problem could be.

.1n accepting that there are, definite differences in the processing of the

'question types and that if they do exist, this study actually reflected

I 7

4
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those differences. It'is possible that the resdlts are an artifact of tile

xest taking strategy adopted by most subjects. That is, most subjects

have adopted a specific strategy which favored Ql and Q3 multiple-choice

and/or Ql recall questions. To control for such a strategy adoption, a

1 'possible design, would be to block the subjects across question types.

Each group of subjects would then be given a test composed of only clie

question type. That is, the question-type would become a between groups

/ k,
rather than a within grpups variable.

In conclusion, this study was an attespt to' answer questionA concern ng

it
I

the placement a d use qf retrieval cues in processing. It is suggested

that'retrieval c es are necessary; however, the amount of cues availabla
.,

may not be as important as the quality or location. The use of the cue

8

also depends upon the type of question.asked, be they recall or multipl

choice. In recall-processing, optimal performance relies upon specili

cues, rather than the generat context cues. In multiple-choice questi

the sgecific cues aria mos4faellitative of processing-if'they appear i
a

the alternatives, as opposed to the stem, as long as the stem provides some

general context cues. These results, were found tci fit the odel of multiple-
:.

. I
. .

cholice processing developed by Phy, (1979). They also suggest a model Of,

recall processing derived fridn the Phye mo el. .,.....

a A

I.
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'EXCON QTY PE

Table One

1 R1AL

A
E 1 1

E 1 2

F 2 1

E 2 2

E 3 1

E 3 2

E 4 1

E 4 2

C 1 1

c- 1 2

C 2 1

,C 2 2

C . 3 1

C 3 2

C 4 1

C 4 2

4

4

EXCON

E
E
E
E
C
C 1

C

C

19

N MEAN

.

10 42.70
10 5.70
10 3.50
10 ' 2.80
10 2.20
10 5.50
10 3.60
10 3.90

4 10 1.80
. 10 2.70

10 3.40
10 4.00
10 2.40
10 2.90
10 1.80
10 3.00

QTY PE

1

Table Two

TRIAL N

1. 10

MEAN

-.:

1 2 10 .4..20
2
2

.. 1 10
244 10

6.70
5.60 a,

.
1 1 1 10 .2.50
1. 2' . 41 10 1.80
2 1 I 10 1:50
2 2 '10 1.50

4

4IP



Figure Captious

Figure.l. Processing Model of Multiple-Choice Test Performance (Phye, in priess).

Figure 2. Selection and Reception,Processing Model of Multiple-Choice and

A

Recall Test Performance.

Figure 3. Correct responseswat trials for allfmuLtiple-choice question

types in experimental and control groups.

Figure 4. Correct responses At trials for all recall question types in

experimental and control groups.

Figure 5. Final Processing Model of Recall.Test Performance.
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